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Dimar Announces Release of its New and Improved Woodpecker
Professional Carbide Tipped Dado Set Model # WP824DCL
Toronto, Ontario - Dimar Canada Ltd. is proud to announce the release of its new and
improved Woodpecker Professional carbide tipped dado set, Model # WP824DCL.
This new and improved dado set will produce flat bottom grooves with splinter free edges
in all natural woods. The blades feature 24 teeth with thick C4 carbide for guaranteed sharp
edges and longer tool life. Fully versatile, this dado set can be set from 1/4" to 1" widths
at 1/16"increments. The set also includes FIVE chippers (rather than the standard four),
including a 3/32” chipper for smaller increments to accommodate actual wood sizes.
Micro increments widths are also made easy with a fourteen piece shim set which is included in the
package.

The positive angle tooth design, coupled with the anti kick back saw blade body; will result in a safe and easy feed while
protecting your machine from overload. The new adhesive black coating on the dado blades allows for easy cleaning while
preventing less working friction and less resin adhesion while in use. The set includes an attractive aluminum case with a foam
insert for safe keeping.
This dado has the all the features of an expensive dado, at a very attractive price.
For further information on this product or other Dimar products, please contact:
DIMAR CANADA LTD.
45 Tandem Road
Concord, ON L4K 3G1
Phone: 905-738-7919
Fax: 905-738-3933
email:info@dimarcanada.com
Company Profile:
Dimar Canada Ltd. features the most extensive line of industrial woodworking cutting tools.Dimar tools
are distributed worldwide where they have become a byword for Premium Quality and reliability.
All Dimar industrial tools are manufactured to exceed the highest standards in the industry today
and have been tested by the esteemed HOLZ-BG Institute in Germany. Thus the material,
construction and cutting geometry, comply with strict safety regulations.
We offer a wide variety of Router bits, Saw Blades, Dado sets, Planer/Jointer
knives, Drill bits and Cutters for industry, workshops, craftsmen and the
advanced do-it-yourselfers.
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